
Mentoring Multilingual Writers   
Mentoring multilingual writers can be different than mentoring native English speakers. It is im-

portant to adapt the session to best fit the needs of the writer. Below are some tips that can help the 

multilingual writer feel more comfortable with writing and coming to the Writing Center.  

Explain the Nature of Mentoring Session  

Some students might not be familiar with peer mentoring; therefore, it is important to let them know 

the basics of the session. Explain the goals, procedures, and expectations of the session. Let them 

know that we are here to help them further develop their writing skills and their comfort writing in 

English. A brief and careful explanation of how the Writing Center works can diminish a lot of poten-

tial  

frustration.  

• Ask if the writer would prefer to read or listen: Some writers find it useful to read 

their own work aloud, however some might be more comfortable listening to you read their 

work out loud. It is common for multilingual writers to feel uncomfortable reading English 

aloud or to lack confidence in his or her work. The writer might focus on “correct” pronunci-

ation or reading proficiency instead of concentrating on what they have questions on. Having 

the mentor read the writer’s piece might allow the writer to notice more aspects of their piece 

they want feedback on.  

• If the mentor is reading the piece, read through the mistakes that do not interfere with 



Emphasize Vocabulary Development  
Encourage the writer to pay attention to groups of words that often occur together. If you find diction 

related issues in the piece, ask the student for alternatives to that word and give them time to think of 

a couple before you make suggestions. It is important to remember to provide two or more  

suggestions for the writer to make sure he/she is still making a decision on the language that goes 

into the piece. However, if there is only one way to say it, provide the correction for them and make 

sure you give some explanation as to why this is the only choice.  

Provide Proofreading Strategies  


